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Trustwave Email Security
for Office 365
OPTIMIZE EMAIL SECURITY, WHILE RIGHT-SIZING OFFICE 365 LICENSING COSTS

Benefits
●● Advanced Security:
Gain enhanced protection
against business email
compromise, phishing,
blended and targeted
threats from an industry
leader
●● Data Protection:
Full data loss prevention
(DLP) inspection on all
outbound emails and
attachments to help
prevent data leakage
and breaches of
acceptable use policies
– including Azure Rights
Management (RMS)
protected documents
●● Simplified Management:
Powerful, yet flexible
policy engine adapts to
dynamic business needs
●● Optimize Costs:
Layer Office 365 with
industry-leading cloud
email security and reduce
per-user costs

Microsoft Office 365 has become the standard productivity platform in
organizations around the world. It provides employees with access to core
productivity and collaboration tools. However, many organizations are realizing
that without an additional email security layer, they are much more vulnerable
to targeted attacks as well data leakage and compliance challenges.
Trustwave Secure Email Gateway (SEG) Cloud TM helps you protect Office 365 with complete coverage for advanced
security, archiving, data protection, encryption, eDiscovery, backup/recovery, reporting and other critical email
requirements.

Protect Your Office 365 Investment
Trustwave SEG Cloud builds upon the basic security protections in Office 365. Incoming email is scanned in Trustwave’s
secure cloud before it reaches Office 365. Email coming out of Office 365 is analyzed to ensure acceptable use and
any other regulatory compliance requirements are met. Web-based management controls along with granular auditing
capabilities help you reduce business costs, complexity and uncertainty while delivering advanced protection against
modern threats, unmatched policy configuration and in-depth data security and compliance management
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Spam Detection & False
Positive Rate

99.9% spam detection rate and the lowest possible false positive rate, as
verified by Virus Bulletin, an independent testing organization.

BEC Fraud Detection

Trustwave SEG Cloud goes beyond Office 365’s traditional anti-spam
technologies to protect against spoofing, phishing, CEO fraud and other
forms of Business Email Compromise (BEC) from an industry leader. Our
multi-layered approach is backed by our elite security research team,
SpiderLabs® threat intelligence to detect and block targeted attacks before
they reach users’ inboxes.

Malicious Spam Detection

Avoid the need to go to the most expensive Office 365 enterprise tier just to
get advanced threat protection. Trustwave SEG Cloud provides advanced,
proactive detection capabilities and supports customizable Yara rules.

Quarantined Spam Control

Trustwave SEG Cloud has a web-based spam quarantine management tool
that allows users to manage only appropriate quarantined spam and their
own white and black lists in their own native language with support for
Unicode.
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If your email system is like many organizations’ environments, you probably have years of ever-increasing mail
handling rules built into your legacy on-premise solution. Re-creating these policies in Office 365 may not only
be time-consuming but it may not be possible in Microsoft’s policy engine.

Advanced Policy Capabilities

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

Email Archiving

Built upon intelligence from Trustwave SpiderLabs email security research team, Trustwave SEG Cloud’s robust
policy engine comes with pre-built rule sets covering all domains under security, spam detection, acceptable
use, data loss prevention and more. We do the research, scripting and testing so that you can quickly enable or
disable rules with a simple checkbox.
Trustwave SEG Cloud provides full DLP level inspection on inbound and outbound emails and attachments.
SEG Cloud recognizes the true file type (regardless of the file name extension) for more than 400 types of files.
It fully unpacks each file and allows you to string multiple rules together for more accurate identification of
protected content.
If advanced eDiscovery support is needed, you may have to purchase expensive O365 licensing tiers. On top of
that, you continue paying for former users’ mailboxes just to make them searchable. Trustwave’s cloud-based
email archiving add-on can future-proof your investment, provide improved functionality and it complies with
most compliance and data sovereignty rules. This includes EU GDPR, HIPAA, PCI and more.
If advanced eDiscovery support is needed, you may have to purchase expensive O365 licensing tiers. On top of
that, you continue paying for former users’ mailboxes just to make them searchable. Trustwave’s cloud-based
email archiving add-on can future-proof your investment, provide improved functionality and it complies with
most compliance and data sovereignty rules. This includes EU GDPR, HIPAA, PCI and more.
Trustwave SEG is the only email gateway product on the market that integrates with Azure RMS. Our solution:
• Unpacks and decrypts attachments

Integration with Azure Rights
Management Services

• Scans content and strips out sensitive data and violations of acceptable use policies
• Re-encrypts the attachment
Without visibility into RMS-protected attachments, you run the risk of sensitive data leaking from the
organization.

Reporting

Trustwave SEG goes far beyond the transactional reporting capability in Office 365. Our robust reporting
engine provides deep visibility into rule triggers, threats, impersonation attempts and more.

Optimized Licensing Costs

Trustwave SEG Cloud delivers best of breed email protection and reduces total cost of ownership. We can help
you right-size your Microsoft investment so that you can avoid paying more for an expensive licensing package
solely for advanced email protection benefits.
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Get the advanced security, data protection and flexible management capabilities you require to keep your business resilient and compliant. Trustwave
offers a favorable licensing model to help you reduce per-user costs and right-size your Office 365 investment.

